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Abstract      

Background: Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer among women 

worldwide, accounting for 25% of all cases. It is the leading cause of cancer death among 

females. Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is still a widely used test for monitoring breast 

cancer, although recent reports discourage its routine use because of low sensitivity. 

 Objective: To detect carcino-embryonic antigen expression among Sudanese women with 

invasive ductal carcinoma of the Breast in Bahri Teaching Hospital.                                                 

Materials and methods: This was a retrospective study conducted to detect CEA in 38 

Sudanese female population; all of them were presenting with invasive ductal carcinoma of 

breast cancer and attended Bahri Teaching Hospital (Khartoum state), during the period from 

March to August 2017. CEA was detected using the immunohistochemistry (IHC) technique. 

Results: 38 patients with breast cancer (invasive ductal carcinoma) were enrolled in this 

retrospective study. Most of them were less than 40 years old. According to age incidence, 

among patients less than 40 years, 10 patients were found positive and 2 patients were found 

negative. Among patients more than 60 years, 4 patients were found positive and 5 patients were 

found negative. Among patients 40-60 years old, 8 patients were found positive and one patient 

were found negative. Regarding the histological grade, most of the positive and negative cases 

were in Grade III.                                                                                                                                                

Conclusion: The carcinoembryonic antigen is significantly correlated with the histological 

grade (p = 0.022); while no correlation was noted between carcinoembryonic antigen expression 

and age incidence of patients investigated (p = 0.20). 
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Introduction  
 

 

Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in women, with an estimated 1.38 million  
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new cases per year. Fifty thousand cases in women and 400 in men are recorded each year in the 

UK alone. Breast cancer is the most common cause of cancer in women and the second most 

common cause of cancer death in women in the U.S. There are 58,000 deaths per year from 

breast cancer worldwide making it the most common cause of female cancer death in both the 

developed and developing world. Cancer cells are very similar to cells of the organism from 

which they originated and have similar (but not identical) DNA and RNA. This is the reason why 

they are not very often detected by the immune system, in particular, if it is weakened1. 

CEA is a glycoprotein first described in 1965 by Gold and Freedman). Although it was originally 

found in carcinoma of the colon and in the fetal gut. CEA or CEA-like material is now known to 

be expressed in a number of benign conditions as well as a variety of malignant tumors, 

including carcinoma of the breast. The significance of CEA expression by malignant tumors is 

unclear. There is evidence that the production of oncofetal proteins, such as CEA, results in the 

ability of a tumor to escape immunological rejection, in the same way, that fetal tissue are able to 

avoid maternal rejection. The production of fetal antigens, therefore, may identify more 

aggressive malignant tumors, which could escape the immune system and lead to more extensive 

disease with shorter patient survival. Although there have been several reports which correlate 

serum levels of oncofetal proteins with patient survival, few studies have looked directly at the 

expression of these antigens by the malignant tissue. None of the tissue studies has had the 

benefit of a large sample population with carefully controlled clinical variables and long-term 

follow-up2.                                                                                                                                                

The most important diagnostic problems that occur in mammary gland tumor pathology are the 

differential diagnosis of various types of benign lesions and carcinoma; differentiating between 

carcinoma in situ and invasive carcinoma, diagnosis, and differentiation of microinvasion and its 

imitating lesions and confirming the breast as the primary site in metastatic carcinoma. It is well 

known that normal glandular breast tissue is composed of three cell types which express different 

subsets of proteins: luminal, basal and myo-epithelial. The luminal cells express cytokeratins 

CK, epithelial membrane antigen (EMA), and milk fat globule membrane antigen (MFGM), α-

lactalbumin, estrogen receptor (ER), and progesterone receptor (PR). Myoepithelial cells express 

basal cell type CKs and specific markers: smooth muscle actin, calponin, S100, and p63, while 

basal cell types express different cytokeratins3.                                                                      

Determining whether an in situ lesion is lobular carcinoma or ductal carcinoma has clinical 

management implications, ductal and lobular carcinomas, either invasive or in situ can be 

distinguished in hematoxylin-eosin-stained sections. In cases with non-specific morphologic 

characteristics, categorization can be performed through IHC, and E-cadherin is currently used to 

differentiate between the two. The majority of ductal carcinomas express cytoplasmic E-

cadherin, whereas most lobular carcinomas lack expression of E-cadherin. In addition, the 

differences in CKs expression may be used: high-molecular-weight CK (clone 34βE12) is 

usually expressed by lobular carcinomas, but is absent or expressed at low levels in most cases of 

DCIS4.                                                                                                                                               

Analysis of both adjuvant and neoadjuvant trials has shown that not all chemotherapeutics have 

equal effects on breast cancer patients, therefore, further individualization of chemotherapy may 

be required. Data on differences in chemotherapy sensitivity to taxanes and anthracyclines   
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suggest that there are significant differences across disease subtypes, which if further validated, 

could be used to guide the best decision-making in patient treatment. Tumor markers (TMs) are 

widely used in the management of patients with breast cancer, during therapy for metastatic 

disease and in conjunction with diagnostic imaging, history and physical examination. CEA is 

elevated in ∼40%, of metastatic breast cancer in a number of older reports5.                                                     

The most important characteristics of an ideal tumor marker include being highly specific to a 

given tumor type, should provide a lead-time over clinical diagnosis and being highly sensitive 

to avoid false positive results. Moreover, the levels of the marker should correlate reliably with 

the tumor burden and should reflect accurately any tumor progression or regression, along with a 

short half-life allowing frequent serial measurements. In addition, the test used for detection of 

the ideal tumor marker should be cheap for screening application at mass level and should be of 

such nature as to be acceptable to the target population6.                                                                           

Few markers are specific for a certain type of tumors. Most tumor markers are found with 

various types of tumors of the same tissue type. They are present in higher quantities in cancer 

tissue or in blood from cancer patients than the case in benign tumors or in the blood of normal 

subjects. Tumor markers are most useful in evaluating the progression of disease status after the 

initial therapy and monitoring subsequent treatment strategies7.                                                                

The aim of this study was to assess the expression of CEA among Sudanese females as regard 

their ages and histological grade. 

 

Materials and methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

This was a retrospective, analytical study involving 38 female patients who presented with breast 

cancer between March to August 2017 at Bahri Teaching Hospital (Khartoum state). The study 

was ethically approved by the Ethical Committee of Al Neelain University. Patients were 

consented to be enrolled in the study. All data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21.0 with Student's t-test. Permission for specimens collection 

was granted by the authorities of Bahri Teaching Hospital; and permission to conduct the study 

was obtained from Al Neelain University. All patients were with a mean age of 51 years (range, 

31–73 years). All cases had invasive ductal carcinoma. Patients with carcinoma in situ and other 

precancerous lesions such as ductal hyperplasia, ovarian cancer, liver cancer, or lung cancer were 

excluded from this study.                                                                                                                       

Procedure: The method used to investigate the breast cancer was the immunohistochemistry 

(IHC) technique. 3 micrometers from each paraffin block was cut by rotary microtome in 

positive charge (Thermo brand) immunohistochemistry slides. The sections slides were hot-dried  

in oven at 60°C overnight; then deparaffinized in xylene. Slides were rehydrated through a 

graded series of alcohol and placed in running water; then stained with hematoxylin and eosin. 

Samples were steamed to detect antigen retrieval for CEA using PT link as follow:                                     

* Slides were placed in a slide tank containing enough sodium citrate buffers (pH 9.0) to cover 

the sections, then boiled at high temp. for 20 minutes then allowed to cool at room temperature.  

* Endogenous peroxides activity was blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxides in methanol for 10 

minutes, then slides were incubated with 100 μl of primary monoclonal antibody for 20 minutes  
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at room temperature in a moisture chamber, and then rinsed in phosphate buffer saline (PBS).                                   

* After washing with PBS for 3 min, binding of antibodies was detected by incubating for 20 

minutes with dextran labeled polymer (Thermo kit).                                                                                    

* Finally, the sections were washed in 3 changes of PBS, followed by adding 3,3 diamino-

benzidinetetra hydrochloride (DAB) as a chromogen to produce the characteristic brown stain for 

visualization of the antibody/enzyme complex for up to 5 min. Then slides were counterstained 

with haemotoxylin.                                                                                                                                                

* For each run of staining, positive and negative control slides were included. The positive 

control slides containing the antigen under investigation and the negative control slides prepared 

from the same tissue block were incubated with PBS instead of the primary antibody.                              

* Each slide was evaluated by an investigator and each slide was interpreted negative or positive 

for CEA marker.                                                                                                                                                          

* Positive CEA staining was identified as a form of brown membranous and cytoplasmic 

staining.                                                                                                                                                                 

* All results and variables were arranged in standard master sheet, and then entered the SPSS 

computer program for analysis.                                             

Results 
 

The study was performed in patients diagnosed as breast invasive ductal carcinoma to detect 

CEA. According to age incidence, 14 patients (36.8%) were less than 40 years, 12 patients 

(31.6%) were 40-60 years, and 12 patients (31.6%) were more than 60 years.                                               

Among patients less than 40 years, 10 patients were found positive and 2 patients were found 

negative. Among patients more than 60 years, 4 patients were found positive and 5 patients were 

found negative. In patients 40-60 years old, 8 patients were found positive and one patient were 

found negative. Total positive CEA were found among 22 (57.9%) cases.                                                        

There was insignificant correlation (p = 0.20) between CEA expression and age incidence of 

patients investigated (Table 1). 

 
 

Table (1): Distribution of positive CEA according to age incidence 

Age (years) Positive CEA Negative CEA 

Less than 40 10 (46%) 2 (25%) 

40-60 8 (36%) 1 (12.5%) 

More than 60 4 (18%) 5 (62.5%) 

 
Regarding the histological grade, 3 patients (7.9%) were in grade I, 12 patients (31.6%) were in 

grade II, and 23 patients (60.5%) were in grade III. While the distribution of positive CEA 

according to the histological grade was: one case (5%) in grade I, 10 cases (45%) in grade II, and 

11 cases (50%) in grade III. The was a significant correlation of CEA positivity with the 

histological grades (p = 0. 022).                                                                                                                           
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Discussion    
 

Globally, breast cancer is still the most life-threatening cancer diagnosed in women; however, in 

developed countries it was surpassed by lung cancer to be the second most important cause of 

cancer deaths in females. Due to heavy burden of breast cancer, numerous studies have been 

performed to find early detectors and predictive factors to guide breast cancer management.                 

This study found that females were affected and there was insignificant correlation between CEA 

results and age incidence; while there was significant correlation between CEA results and 

histological grades. Several studies had reported an association between CEA and invasive 

ductal carcinoma of breast cancer8.                                                                                                            

The findings of the present study, agreed with the findings reported by other studies which 

assessed the relationship of tissue CEA to the clinical pathological factors and its prognosis 

among 168 patients with invasive ductal carcinoma of the breast9.                                                                            

In the present context, tissue CEA was found positive in 31.5% of the overall patients 

investigated. This finding was similar to the findings reported elsewhere10. 

Our findings were also in agreement with the findings reported by other authors11 who used the 

immunoperoxidase technique for the histological demonstration of CEA by applying to paraffin 

sections from 74 breast carcinomas and 43 benign breast lesions and found that 66% of the cases 

analyzed were CEA positive.                                                                                

Recommendation: From this study it may be recommended that cohort studies should be 

designed to evaluate the CEA among breast cancer patients.  

Conclusion: The carcinoembryonic antigen is significantly correlated with the histological grade 

(p = 0.022); while no correlation was noted between carcinoembryonic antigen expression and 

age incidence of patients investigated (p = 0.20).  
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